
An evolving dynamic landscape adapting to environmental changes in 
response to sea level rise, maintaining a network of ecosystems, thickening 
Otago’s coastlines for future generations managing sustainable coastlines. 
The communities resilience post-tsunami will open up an opportunity for 
an intergrated coastline development where both soft and hard strategies 
play an important role, buffering tidal fluctuations  affecting the developed 
urban coastlines.

Design Context

Dunedin: A Natural System of Change

PROTECT:
To protect the urban coastlines from future natural disasters 
by thickening the coastline through four diverse ecosystems, 
acting as buffers to reduce the impacts of coastal threats. 

ADAPT:
As sea levels increase, species communities will adapt to 
saline environmental conditions. A generational approach 
to manage the ‘system’ will raise greater awareness 
and knowledge of the environment they live in through 
sustainable and ecologically friendly practices.

RETREAT:
Through strategic adaption strategies, the push to migrate 
residents to higher land retreating from the flats allows 
an opportunity to build with nature, returning parts of the 
landscape to pre-settlement character enhancing the ecology 
in Dunedin, reinstating its capital of wildlife status.

Biomimicry: A sustainable approach to science and engineering by mimicing nature. Through looking at nature to reduce 
erosion along coastal urban developments, the South Dunedin community will embody resilience adapting to coastal change, 
creating ecologically diverse coastlines, rich in both species and functionality.

Designing with Nature

Coastal ecosystems are of great importance for flood 
protection, the economy and communities livlihood.

Mimicry of natural form:

The full cycle of eels migrating upstream, 
indicating for people to move to higher land as 
an adaption strategy from natural processes. 
The eel formation is also a metaphor for eels 
respawning at sea; respawning the landscape 
to a more natural environment where diverse 
ecosystems can inhabit.

Mimicry of natural processes:

Thickening the coastal edge through 
natural formations of the basalt columns 
found around the city. The replication of 
the hexagons create more edge habitat for 
species and an innovative coastline that 
is more engaging with the environment, 
getting people involved and educated with 
changing environmental systems.

Mimicry of natural ecosystems:

The various ecosystems buffer the impacts 
of sea level rise and coastal activity. The 
relationship between people and the 
environment and how one another adapts 
with tidal sequences, co-relating as a 
system. 

Biomimicry in three stages
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Level of worry

Awareness

Through a strong and effective evacuation and awareness system, the communites level 
of worry about natural disaster will be less impactful. A realisation to work with nature not 
against nature will build strength in communities social, environmental and economical 
development to build with nature.
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The event of the tsunami and sea level rise will restrict access along Caversham Bypass Motorway (State 
Highway 1), a new bypass is proposed to turn off at the end of Green Island, following along Kaikorai Valley 
Road and over Stuart Street. This brings the same wow factor when coming into Dunedin City from the 
North as you see the city as a whole; the harbour, urban areas and the system in one picture. Diverting the 
motorway will also reduce the need for intensive coastal defense to maintain the structure of the road from 
tidal and storm event fluctuations.

The removal of The Caversham Bypass and entire South Dunedin will force Otago Peninsula to become 
an isolated island. A ferry transport system shall get people from the city to the peninsula. Port Chalmers, 
Portabello, Macandrew bay and Dunedin Wharf will be wharfs where the ferry transport will stop on a 
frequent basis, using Victoria channel and the Eastern Channel.
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1 degree global change = 2.1m sea level rise

2 degree global change = 4.7m sea level rise 
Probable inundation when sand dunes give way during the tsunami

Sea level rise diagrams

Relocation of the University of Otago’s Ecology department is proposed 
along Forbury Esplanade, providing an opportunity for an adaptive 
hands on field research. 

Typically people think 
that land is stable and it 
is the ocean and water 
tables rising

Land is actually 
subsiding and water is 
pressumed stable for 
now but with future 
consequences shows 
potential rise in water 
levels

Land subsiding naturally 
and manipulated. Sea 
levels and water tables 
rising as a result

Land Land LandSea Sea Sea
To protect the current sand 
dune system in attempts 
to enhance the ecological 
factors and provide 
additional coastal defense 
for the immediate urban 
coastlines.

Resilient urban coastlines post- disaster
Enhance Dunedin’s wildlife status
Educating the public about coastal ecosystems and 
the importance to protecting vulnerable landscapes to 
threats of natural forces by thickening the coastline

Eels migrate 
upstream for their 
adulthood

Eels go out to sea 
to respawn

Juvenille eels 
climatise in estaury 
coastlines

Eel shaped constructed wetlands mimic all three stages of 
the eel cycle, creating a system that co-exists with the daily 
environmental changes.

Lava flow

When lava reaches the sea it cools 
down rapidly, creating cracks in 
the rock formation. The cooling 
transformation creates basalt rock 
columns in the shape of hexagons

Basalt rock formations are found along the coastal edges of 
Dunedin and in the hillsides. The natural process of formation 
is used to create diverse edge habitat along the urban coastline 
and mimic its strong functional form.
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Provides habitat so 
both can co-exist
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A system that requires people, ecology and landscape 
to coherently work together in order to function 
positively and co-exist.
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D Active rehabilition of the red zone landscape to an ecology focused thick coastline.

The current average mean sea level is 2.7m and the 
ground water table is 0.6m below surface for the entire 
South Dunedin flat area. When sea levels rise, the ground 
water will rise too. Sea level rise will not occur as an 
incremental rise, it will happen in steps where flooding 
and storm events will be more frequent. Vegetation in 
low-lying areas will either adapt to the salinity intrusion 
in ground water and soils or die off.

The Dunedin Natural System of Change proposes coastal 
species that are abundant in locality to suit Otago’s 
harsh coastal conditions.
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Affected communities

Protect Adapt

Retreat

South Dunedin Community

Dunedin City Public

Ecology Conservationists

Dunedin City Council

The South Dunedin community  will be forced to retreat but have opportunities to 
reflect on the landscape by adapting to coastal changes through protection of the 
coastlines.

The Dunedin City public will suffer displacement from the landscape but will gain an 
insight to protect it post-tsunami for more ecological value that it will bring to the city.

Ecology conservationists will gain lots of opportunities to protect the new coastal 
environment and promote field research on the unique environment. 

The Dunedin City Council will suffer a great loss from the landscape but will develop 
strong communication strategies with the affected communities and wider public.
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Ecosystems In Transition
Masterplan 1:6000

High energy ocean

Eel shaped constructed wetlands

Dunescape
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20M30M

Unique wildlife and natural spaces are a large part of Dunedin’s charm to residents and 
visitors. It takes a natural disaster for a large community to respond positively to future 
disaster prone landscapes. Through innovative environmental design, wetland ecosystems 
will thicken the coastline and buffer the impacts of flooding waters and sea level rise. 
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High tide occurs on the Harbour side 1.5 hours 
earlier than the St Clair coastal side

Low tide on the Harbour and St Clair sides are 
approximately the same AMSL

High tide is approximately 10 meters lower on 
the Harbour side than St Clair

New AMSL is at 4.7M

100+ years
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A Dynamic Nature
Intermediate Plan 1:500

Section Elevation of urban landforms            A-A’
Scale: 1:100 @A1
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the environtment

Hexagon edge emphasizes the relationship 
between land and water, creating inclusive 
biomes along the coastal edge

The interaction between people 
and the environment allows an 
explorative approach to land and 
sea ecosystems

Interaction within the estuary 
turned mudflat creates an unimited  
access to the environment

Awareness of how dynamic the coastal 
environment is 
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A System Of Change
Detail Plan 1:100

Sea level rise and 
storm event

High tide sea level 
rise

1:100 Zone

Dunedin’s new Esplanade educates people about adaption 
and the dynamic coastal changes South Dunedin has endured. 
A strong emphasis on biomimcry through design and the 
understanding of natural systems is detailed in this zone. 
Hexagon edges mimic the famous basalt rock formations around 
the city, creating more edge habitat for species. 

Wetland walkway

An insight for people to educate themselves
and explore the coastlines environment amongst different 
ecosystems.

Section Elevation of the coastal edge interaction
Scale: 1:100 @A1
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Esplanade

The Esplanade front is a shared street consisting of a tram 
transport route, cyclists and a domination of pedestrian 
movement. A shared electric vehicular and bicycle system is 
located along the Esplande front, reducing the dependance 
on privately owned vehicles, prioritising the idea of a 
connected and well communicated community.

The tram system runs on 15 minute (weekly) and 30 minute 
(weekend) route along the edge of the Esplanade to a city 
bus terminal. The tram line provides a frequent schedule 
benefiting the public and users of the university. The tram 
will return to its starting position (Dunedin City side) every 
15 - 30 minutes.

Estuarine environment

Educates the public about dynamic coastal 
environments and how they change with tidal 
fluctuations.

Debris stepping stones set into the mud flat 
demonstates how ecological areas and built form co-exist 
in temperamental landscapes adapting to environmental 
change.
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Ground floor: Retail
1st and 2nd floors: Studio apartments
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Electric transport station

Tram system

To City

Viewing platform

Boardwalk into wetland

Debris stepping stones

Esplanade

To St Clair Cliffs

University of Otago Ecology Department

Not accessible to the public

Not accessible to the public
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Explorative and playful platform

+ 9.02

The purpose of some of the hexagons is to have a channel through the middle of them, 
allowing the coastal edge to have some permeability and not act as a solid sea wall. 
It allows for an estuarine environment to form with protection from extreme tidal 
movement.

Explorative and playful hexagons have smaller scaled hexagon columns that illuminate 
at night, glass key holes to gain an insight on the environment below and grates for the 
user to gain a sensual experience of hearing the tidal changes along the coastline.

Steps down to estuary

Explorative and playful platform
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An evolving dynamic landscape adapting to environmental changes in response to sea level rise, maintaining a 

network of ecosystems, thickening Otago’s coastlines for future generations managing sustainable coastlines. The 

communities’ resilience post-tsunami will open up an opportunity for an integrated coastline development where 

both soft and hard strategies play an important role, buffering tidal fluctuations affecting the developed urban 

coastlines.Unique wildlife and natural spaces are a large part of Dunedin’s charm to residents and visitors. It takes 

a natural disaster for a large community to respond positively to future disaster prone landscapes. Through 

innovative environmental design, wetland ecosystems will thicken the coastline and buffer the impacts of flooding 

waters and sea level rise. Also, through looking at nature to reduce erosion along coastal urban developments, the 

South Dunedin community will embody resilience adapting to coastal change, creating ecologically diverse 

coastlines, rich in both species and functionality.
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